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Description: Pavia, the proud Pavia, is a beautiful country by the sea.

It has always been a fair and happy place. But then, one day, a
strange, unusual bird came from the other side of the world. It flew
from one remote little forest to another, and everyone in Pavia liked
it. People made her a home and she played with all the children. She
even liked to sing and choreographed with the children, the old lady
Littie-Rittie. When Pavia was happy, the whole world was beautiful.

Littie-Rittie played the piano and did the chores. She was happy.
"Soon I shall be old, Pavia," she thought. "I shall have a lot of time,

and I shall play, and sing, and dance. And I shall have a lot of money.
"Pavia played with her little girls and played the piano very well. She
had so many pencils, and she often played the piano with them, and
she gave the pencils to each of her little girls. "Pavia, you have so

many pencils," said the little girl one day. "Do you do so many things
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with them? I do not. I only use one for painting and one for
drawing." "That's not a good answer. The other two pencils I have
are for writing, and I use them too. The pencil for doing so many

things never gets tired." Answer: 1 a) I have so many pencils. b) I use
only one pencil for writing. c) They work through me. d) I use

pencils so many. e) I never get tired. 2 a) I do so many things with
pencils. b) I use too many pencils. c) I use pencils so much. d) They
work through me. e) I use pencils so much. 3 a) There is a balloon at
the bottom of the bottle. b) There are a lot of balloons at the bottom
of the bottle. c) There is a balloon in the bottle. d) There are a lot of
balloons in the bottle. e) There is a balloon in the bottle. 4 a) There is
a bottle of water and a bottle of coke in the kitchen. b) There are two

bottles of water in the kitchen. c) There is no bottle of coke in the
kitchen. d) There are never two bottles of coke in the kitchen. e)
There is a bottle of water in the kitchen. 5 a) There is no bottle of
water in the kitchen. b) There are a bottle of water and a bottle of

coke in the kitchen. c) There are two bottles of water in the kitchen.
d) There is no bottle of coke in the kitchen. e) There is a bottle of

water in the kitchen. 6 a) There is a bottle of water in the bathroom.
b) There are two
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